Lakeview Cottage Kids
“Pattern Tester’s Contract”
How to Apply to be a Lakeview Cottage Kids Tester:

- Fill out the online application form
- Once you have submitted your application, it will be reviewed

and you will be notified if you have been accepted as a tester
- Once you are accepted, then you are in the Tester Pool and will
be oﬀered an opportunity to test a pattern
- Once you are in the Tester Pool, apply to join the Lakeview
Cottage Kids Testers Group on Facebook
- You can request to be removed from the tester pool anytime
between pattern testing
My patterns are designed for Beginner, Advanced Beginner and
Intermediate Level Crocheters. I’m looking for testers who:
- Are proficient crocheters who can meet gauge accurately
- Can check finished measurements
- Will evaluate accuracy of measurements, understandability of
pattern, spelling and grammar used in pattern
- Will purchase yarn/other materials required to create the
project
- Can make adequate yarn substitutions, in the same weight and
gauge, if necessary

- Pay attention to details and make notes while working on
-

project
Can meet deadlines (there will be diﬀerent time allotments,
depending on the project)
Will work on project from start to finish
Give me constructive criticism and detailed feedback
Take high quality progress and final photos
Will share photos on Facebook and Instagram
If you agree to test, you are allowing me to use your photos on
my blog, Ravelry, Etsy, Instagram and anywhere else where I
show and/or sell my patterns.

What you will get in return for testing my new pattern

-

You can gain experience and confidence in reading patterns
You improve your crochet skills
You get to try new crochet techniques and stitches
You get early access to my pattern
You get a chance to give feedback and help create lovely
patterns
- You get a free pdf copy of the finished pattern and a discount
code for another one of my patterns!
- You keep your finished item
- You can develop new crochet friendships ( I love this part!)

